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What to Pack and Unpack



About Meaghan and Angie



Learning Objectives

} A shared understanding of the different roles I can 
take in philanthropy

} An enhanced and informed approach to creating 
authentic grantee relationships in the context of a 
proposal review

} First steps completed to designing a plan for 
investing in myself



What our friends think we do 



What our parents think we do 



What the other side thinks we do 



What society thinks we do 



What we think we do 



What we actually do 



Understanding My Role(s)



Roles@Work Activity

} Find a partner
} Quickly read the cards
} Choose one role that you identify with and feel 

confident about
} Share with your partner (you have one minute each) 

why you chose that card
} Switch!





Roles@Work Activity

} Choose the five roles that you think are the most 
important in your current job

} Place sticky dots on the corresponding roles around 
the room 

} Have a seat and be ready to discuss your choices!





Creating Authentic Relationships



Proposal Review - Role Play

} Find a partner, someone you haven’t talked with yet!
} One person is the funder, one is the grantseeker
} Take a few minutes to read the proposal and the 

instructions for your role
} “Meet” with your partner to discuss the proposal



Proposal Review - Role Play

} Reflect on the conversation
} What was surprising? 
} Is there something that you experienced, stepping 

into the grantseeker or grantmaker role, that may 
cause you to do things differently?

} What worked well? 
} What could have been better?





Investing in Myself





Frankenmentor =

Emotional Supporters
+

Topic Experts
+

Connectors



Questions?



Thank You!

Meaghan Calcari Campbell
meaghanc@moore.org

Angie Chen
achen@taocap.com


